INTRODUCTION
Interferometry, holographic interferometry and speckle techniques are becoming useful tools for precision measurements in research and for industrial applications. Computer analysis ist increasingly important for the fringe analysis. The use of solid state detector -arrays, image memory boards together with microprocessors and computers for the extraction of the information from the interferograms and high resolution graphic boards find important application in optical metrology. Much more information can be extracted from the interferograms leading to higher sensitivities and accuracies.
Automated quantitative evaluation of interferograms requires accurate interference phase measurements, independent of fringe position and intensi )variations syperposed onto thg)igijerferograms. In many interferometric arrangements, phase shifting"', heterodyne by phase locked techniques have been introduced for automatic fringe analysis. In the phase shifting technique or quasi-heterodyne technique the relative phase is changed continuously or stepwise, using at least three phase shifts of 90 or 120 degrees.
The phase of the interference patterns can then be computed from the different measured intensity values. The phase shifting technique is very appropriate for digital processing and TV techniques. Interferometry and two reference beamholography together with video electronic processing lead to a sensitivity of 1 /100 of a fringe at any point of the fringe pattern in the TV image.
In heterodyne methods the relative phase increases linearly in time and the reference phase is measured electronically at the beat frequency of the reconstructed wavefields.
Heterodyne interferometry and holographic interferometry offer high spatial resolution and interpolation up to 1 /1000 of a fringe.
It requires, however, sophisticated electronic equipment and mechanical scanning of the fringe pattern. An automatic fringe analysis leads.to the wavefront.
Polynoms are very useful for error as well as for system analysis.
For engineering applications real time techniques in interferometry, holographic interferometry as well as for speckle applications are desired. Thermoplastic material is used frequently for the hologram storage in engineering applications. Photorefractive crystals and thin films such as of amorphous arsenic trisulfide are found to be usefil for real time holography and speckle applications.
INTERFEROMETRIC TESTING
Solid state detector arrays, and microprocessors are mostly responsible for the progress in interferometric testing being made during the last few years. Digital interferometry provides means for obtaining very precise measurements at rapid rates.
For the fringe analysis many different methods are applied. They can be classified into static and dynamic methods.
In static methods a tilt is introduced to avoid closed fringes. The fringe centers can be found manually and by using a digitizing tablet as well as by using video-and image procession tegniques. Furthermore, phase detection technique in the spatial domain using Fourier transformation to or Fourier analysis in connection with video technique can be used. The intensity of the interference pattern can be written as
where Io is the average intensity at each detector point, b is the modulation of the fringe pattern.
0(x,y) = -W(x,y) is the phase distribution of the wavefront W(x,y) across the interference pattern to be measured.
For dynamic algorithms the relative phase between the reference beam and the test beam in an interferometer is varied by at constant, controlled rate or in steps. The interference pattern can be recorded by a solid state detector array. For the shifting technique at least three patterns with the appropriate phase shifts need to be recorded. Interferometry, holographic interferometry and speckle techniques are becoming useful tools for precision measurements in research and for industrial applications. Computer analysis ist increasingly important for the fringe analysis. The use of solid state detector-arrays, image memory boards together with microprocessors and computers for the extraction of the information from the interferograms and high resolution graphic boards find important application in optical metrology. Much more information can be extracted from the interferograms leading to higher sensitivities and accuracies.
Automated quantitative evaluation of interferograms requires accurate interference phase measurements, independent of fringe position and intensity * variations superposed onto the,interferograms. In many interferometric arrangements, phase shifting1^', heterodyne ' by phase locked ' ' techniques have been introduced for automatic fringe analysis. In the phase shifting technique or quasi-heterodyne technique the relative phase is changed continuously or stepwise, using at least three phase shifts of 90 or 120 degrees. The phase of the interference patterns can then be computed from the different measured intensity values. The phase shifting technique is very appropriate for digital processing and TV techniques. Interferometry and two reference beamholography together with video electronic processing lead to a sensitivity of 1/100 of a fringe at any point of the fringe pattern in the TV image. In heterodyne methods the relative phase increases linearly in time and the reference phase is measured electronically at the beat frequency of the reconstructed wavefields. Heterodyne interferometry and holographic interferometry offer high spatial resolution and interpolation up to 1/1000 of a fringe. It requires, however, sophisticated electronic equipment and mechanical scanning of the fringe pattern. An automatic fringe analysis leads,to the wavefront. Polynoms are very useful for error as well as for system analysis.
For engineering applications real time techniques in interferometry, holographic interferometry as well as for speckle applications are desired. Thermoplastic material is used frequently for the hologram storage in engineering applications. Photorefractive crystals and thin films such as of amorphous arsenic trisulfide are found to be useful for real time holography and speckle applications.
For the fringe analysis many different methods are applied. They can be classified into static and dynamic methods. In static methods a tilt is introduced to avoid closed fringes. The fringe centers can be found manually and by using a digitizing tablet as well as by using video-and image processing techniques. Furthermore, phase detection technique in the spatial domain using Fourier transformation ' to or Fourier analysis in connection with video technique can be used.
The intensity of the interference pattern can be written as
where I is the average intensity at each detector point, b is the modulation of the fringe pattern.
4>(x,y) = j^ W(x,y) is the phase distribution of the wavefront W(x,y) across the interference pattern to be measured. For dynamic algorithms the relative phase between the reference beam and the test beam in an interferometer is varied by at constant, controlled rate or in steps.
The interference pattern can be recorded by a solid state detector array. For the shifting technique at least three patterns with the appropriate phase shifts need to be recorded.
Applying four phase shifts ( -|^> , --j / T ' T^ ) the P hase °f the wavefront computed from the four interferograms is:
For accurate phase analysis, the phase shifts introduced by a piezo element for instance need to be calibrated.
An error of A/10 in the wavefront occurs by an error in the phase of 20 per cent. Care needs to be taken when phase shifts in strongly diverging or converging beams are necessary.
Very often it is useful to describe the wavefront by polynomials. Zernike polynomials are useful because of their orthogonal properties. For special applications Zernike-Tatian-polynomials (for systems with central obstruction) or Tschebyscheff polynomials are useful.
For the characterisation of extremely smooth surfaces total integrated and angle -resolved scattering, stylus profilometry and heterodyne profilometry have been used. Scattering methods lead to statistical information about the surface and are noncontact.
By contrast surface damage is risked with contacting stylus profilometers. Heterodyne profilometers can give height resolution in the order of 1 A with a lateral resolution limited by diffraction of 1,um.
Heterodyne interferometry was ext5gsively treated by Dändliker4) among others and applied to heterodyne profilometry recently by Huang and others. Shear1Q and two wavelength technj wes are very valuable for the testing of steep surfaces such as aspheres .
Using two 2 -techniques a variable measurement sensitivity is attainable, the ambiguity of 2Tr can be overcome.
COMPONENT AND SYSTEM ANALYSIS FROM INTERFERENCE PATTERNS
Twyman Green and Fizeau interference arrangements are frequently used for testing spherical and aspherical surface!2) By testing aspherical surfaces using computer generated holograms (CGH) for absolute measurements or by relative measurements using holographic techniques, the asphericity as well as the adjustment errors of the test surf d to be determined. Adjustment errors can be evaluated from the interferogram and compensated "'
By testing aspherical surfaces the coefficients of asphericity and adjustment errors of test surfaces and holograms can be determined from the interferograms.
In a combined measuring technique including ray tracing and fringe analysis a procedure for system analysis was developed including the following steps:
-automated fringe analysis -development of the measured wavefront of the fringe pattern into polynominals -considering polynom-coefficients as goal for the optimization -variation of the system parameter to obtain best agreement between measurements and calculations.
At first the wavefront is determined applying optical ray tracing techniques leading to a fringe system. Usually a departure of the measured wavefront of the actual system to the computed occurs because the system parameters may be slightly different. The aim is not the optimization of the original system but the modification of the system parameters in such a way that the measured wavefront3)agrees with the one computed from the optical data in order to find the parameter errors in the system Damped least square techniques are useful. The system parameters such as: radius of curvature, refractive index, centring errors are varied to obtain the measured wavefront.
Zernike polynomials are very useful for system analysis. To vary the parameters of the actual system starting with Zernike coefficients Fi obtained from the measured fringe pattern we can write:
were G4 is a weighting factor and x and x are the target and actual values respectively Ekpression 3) can be written at'TailloPiexpansion Fi = Foi + jElBi.CX. -Xoj) + .... 4) By variation of the parameter to approach the target x. the departure of the different system parameters from the theoretical values can be found.
Sr i
Bij = is the sensitivity of the system to variation of parameters found from ray tracing.
X. -x can be found by inverting equation 4). Usually the number of equations is larger than the ntimber 84 parameters. Therefore, the merit function should lead to a minimum.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Some of our applications of component and system analysis were: -the analysis of adjustment errors when testing spherical and aspherical surfaces -determination of the asphericity coefficients and vertex curvature of contact lenses -fine adjustments of air spacings in optical systems -measuring of refractive index of the elements of optical systems.
For accurate phase analysis, the phase shifts introduced by a piezo element for instance need to be calibrated. An error of ^./lO in the wavefront occurs by an error in the phase of 20 per cent. Care needs to be taken when phase shifts in strongly diverging or converging beams are necessary.
For the characterisation of extremely smooth surfaces total integrated and angle-resolved scattering, stylus profilometry and heterodyne profilometry have been used. Scattering methods lead to statistical information about the surface and are noncontact. By contrast surface damage is risked with contacting stylus profilometers. Heterodyne profilometers can give height resolution in the order of 1 8 with a lateral resolution limited by diffraction of . . Heterodyne interferometry was extensively treated by Dandliker*' among others and applied to heterodyne profilometry recently by Huangiu ' and others. Shearing and two wavelength techniques are very valuable for the testing of steep surfaces such as aspheres . Using two -i-techniques ' a variable measurement sensitivity is attainable, the ambiguity of 2rr can be overcome.
COMPONENT AND SYSTEM ANALYSIS FROM INTERFERENCE PATTERNS
Twyman Green and Fizeau interference arrangements are frequently used for testing spherical and aspherical surface^ * By testing aspherical surfaces using computer generated holograms (CGH) for absolute measurements or by relative measurements using holographic techniques, the asphericity as well as the adjustment errors of the test surface need to be determined. Adjustment errors can be evaluated from the interferogram and compensated12 ' 1J '. By testing aspherical surfaces the coefficients of asphericity and adjustment errors of test surfaces and holograms can be determined from the interferograms. In a combined measuring technique including ray tracing and fringe analysis a procedure for system analysis was developed including the following steps:
-automated fringe analysis -development of the measured wavefront of the fringe pattern into polynomials -considering polynom-coefficients as goal for the optimization -variation of the system parameter to obtain best agreement between measurements and calculations.
At first the wavefront is determined applying optical ray tracing techniques leading to a fringe system. Usually a departure of the measured wavefront of the actual system to the computed occurs because the system parameters may be slightly different. The aim is not the optimization of the original system but the modification of the system parameters in such a way that the measured wavefronl-.agrees with the one computed from the optical data in order to find the parameter errors in the system . Damped least square techniques are useful. The system parameters such as: radius of curvature, refractive index, centring errors are varied to obtain the measured wavefront. Zernike polynomials are very useful for system analysis. To vary the parameters of the actual system starting with Zernike coefficients F.. obtained from the measured fringe pattern we can write:
were G. is a weighting factor and x . and x . are the target and actual values respectively Expression 3) can be written as Taillor expansion
By variation of the parameter to approach the target x. the departure of the different system parameters from the theoretical values can be found. J 6F B . = -TTT=-is the sensitivity of the system to variation of parameters found from ray tracing. 13 ox j x. -x . can be found by inverting equation 4). Usually the number of equations is larger than the number 8? parameters. Therefore, the merit function should lead to a minimum. 4 . RESULTS AND CONCLUSION Some of our applications of component and system analysis were: -the analysis of adjustment errors when testing spherical and aspherical surfaces -determination of the asphericity coefficients and vertex curvature of contact lenses -fine adjustments of air spacings in optical systems -measuring of refractive index of the elements of optical systems.
Adjustment errors occuring by the test procedure modify the fringe pattern. It should be noted that by testing aspherical surfaces with CGH, seven degrees of freedom need to be considered. From the analysis of the fringe pattern the contribution of adjustment errors like centring errors can be calculated and subtracted from the wafefront. Care needs to be taken when subtracting adjustment errors by asymmetric surface errors.
An arrangement for testing spherical and aspherical surfaces is shown in fig. 1 . For testing aspherical surfaces, CGH are frequently used. In fig. 1 , the auxiliary lens Al used for testing spherical surfaces can be replaced by a combination of simple lenses when testing complicated aspheric surfaces in order to adapt the aperture and compensate some asphericity. Furthermore the image of the aspherical surface under test should be near the CGH. For fringe analysis, the phase -shift introduced into the reference beam occurs by means of the piezo-driven mirror M. An example of compensation of adjustment errors is shown in fig. 2 , where different tilts and centring errors were compensated. The same procedure can be applied to compensate focussing errors. To obtain a quasi microstructure analyses, the shape error of the surface can be subtracted. From the fringe analysis, shape errors as well as aspheric parameters or adjustment errors can be evaluated.
Contactlenses will be selected and specified by the vertex curvature and the aspherical parameters, which in turn can be specified by the excentricity of the back surface.
The determination of such parameters from the fringe pattern is obtained with the procedure described in equation 4).
In another example a high aperture optical system was analysed. From the design an almost diffraction limited performance was expected. However, due to production errors a rather limited image quality was obtained. With the fringe analysis it could be demonstrated that with the iteration process by change of air spacings the wavefront could be much improved and the system could finally be used. Two air spacings were easily accessible and were modified to obtain the appropriate image quality found after a few iterations. A residual small zonal error was left. The result is shown in fig. 3 . Optical metrology combined with automatic fringe analysis lead to powerful tools for many applications in industry to extend the range in microprofile measurements and shape analysis two 2. -techniques in interferometry and holography can be useful in the future.
Adjustment errors occurlng by the test procedure modify the fringe pattern. It should be noted that by testing aspherical surfaces with CGH, seven degrees of freedom need to be considered. From the analysis of the fringe pattern the contribution of adjustment errors like centring errors can be calculated and subtracted from the wafefront. Care needs to be taken when subtracting adjustment errors by asymmetric surface errors.
An arrangement for testing spherical and aspherical surfaces is shown in fig. 1 . For testing aspherical surfaces, CGH are frequently used. In fig. 1 , the auxiliary lens Al used for testing spherical surfaces can be replaced by a combination of simple lenses when testing complicated aspheric surfaces in order to adapt the aperture and compensate some asphericity. Furthermore the image of the aspherical surface under test should be near the CGH. For fringe analysis, the phase-shift introduced into the reference beam occurs by means of the piezo-driven mirror M. An example of compensation of adjustment errors is shown in fig. 2 , where different tilts and centring errors were compensated. The same procedure can be applied to compensate focussing errors. To obtain a quasi microstructure analyses, the shape error of the surface can be subtracted. From the fringe analysis, shape errors as well as aspheric parameters or adjustment errors can be evaluated.
Contactlenses will be selected and specified by the vertex curvature and the aspherical parameters, which in turn can be specified by the excentricity of the back surface. The determination of such parameters from the fringe pattern is obtained with the procedure described in equation 4).
In another example a high aperture optical system was analysed. From the design an almost diffraction limited performance was expected. However, due to production errors a rather limited image quality was obtained. With the fringe analysis it could be demonstrated that with the iteration process by change of air spacings the wavefront could be much improved and the system could finally be used. Two air spacings were easily accessible and were modified to obtain the appropriate image quality found after a few iterations. A residual small zonal error was left. The result is shown in fig. 3 .
In fig. 4 by contrast an example of a quasi heterodyne technique for contactless microstructure analysis of a compact disc is shown. With heterodyne-techniques depth resolution of 1 % and better is possible by a lateral resolution of lyum.
Optical metrology combined with automatic fringe analysis lead to powerful tools for many applications in industry to extend the range in microprofile measurements and shape analysis two A -techniques in interferometry and holography can be useful in the future. 
